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‘Joy Goswami is one of  those writers you dream of  encountering in  
translation; capable of  transforming both your imagination, and the 
way you imagine poetry. In these compulsively rhythmic and readable 
translations by Sampurna Chattarji, all the melodious, dextrous            
invention of  his language is conveyed, as well as his unique eye, which 
flashes from the visionary to the slightest, subtlest detail, within a 
single phrase. From elegy and love poem to vivid cityscape  and the 
pastoral vistas of  Bengal, he is a master of  the sustained flight, the 
recurring symbol, and an effortless opening out of  the quotidian to 
reveal its extraordinary interior.’                         —W.N. HERBERT

‘Watched over by Dali and Niels Bohr, Goswami taps a sub-atomic vein 
of  violent energy with a fine unconcern for civility. The result is a voice 
of  radical innocence, even sweetness, as he goes about x-raying the 
egregious in the everyday. Across the channel that divides us from 
Bengali (a vernacular in need of  demystification if  ever there were one) 
we must be grateful to a translator willing to risk the colloquial, to 
chance wayside inspirations, and to sometimes just walk away.’                                            
                                                              —IRWIN ALLAN SEALY

‘Joy Goswami is a towering figure in contemporary letters, a prolific 
Bengali poet who writes in an impressive range of  forms, addressing 
every conceivable matter of  the human heart. What good luck to have 
this generous selection of  his work, which will win readers the world 
over. “Language for the sake of  any language/ Is my thief, and I her 
thievery” he declares, and in Sampurna Chattarji’s powerful versions of  
his poems we can appreciate the scale of  his raids on the inarticulate. He 
changes every language with his every line. Listen well: he is speaking 
to all of  us.’                                    —CHRISTOPHER MERRILL

Director, International Writing Program, University of  Iowa
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